
“Holding On for Christmas” 
Meditation for Hanging of the Greens 

First Sunday of Advent 
 

Prayer of Confession 
 

Forgive us, Lord, for the mockery we make  
of grace and truth, goodwill and peace,  

in Jesus’ Advent time. 
We confess the vulgar festival:  

the scheming gifts, the bounded love, 
the sentimental song, the lavish ostentation, 
while inns are full and stables are ignored. 

The homeless wander in the night, 
and innocents die by our neglect.i 

 
Meditation 

 
“The warm glow of candlelight.”ii  
 
Beside a fire on a snowy night.  
 
“Small rituals [that] give everyday life value and meaning, that comfort us [and] 
make us feel at home.”iii 
 
In Denmark, they have a word that suggests all those things, but there’s not an 
exact English translation. The word is “hygge” [pronounced something like “heu-
ga”], and the concept is often described as something like “coziness,” but that is a 
profound oversimplification.iv 
 
In fact, maybe that would be exactly as oversimplified as it would be to say that all 
I need out of Christmastime is for it to be “cozy.”  
 
One online attempt to unfold the meaning of hygge goes like this: it is “the art of 
building sanctuary and community, of inviting closeness and paying attention to 
what makes us feel open hearted and alive. To create well-being, connection and 
warmth. A feeling of belonging to the moment and to each other. Celebrating the 
everyday… 
 



“Hygge happens…around a table for a shared meal, beside a fire on a wet night, 
making coffee together at work, wrapped in blankets at the end of a day on the 
beach, sheltering from the rain at a bus stop, baking in a warm kitchen, alone in 
bed with a hot water bottle and a good book… 
 
“Hygge is a kind of enchantment—a way of stirring the senses, the heart and the 
imagination, of acknowledging the sacred in the secular—a way of giving 
something ordinary a special context, spirit and warmth, taking time to make it 
extraordinary. [It’s] about appreciation. It’s about how we give and receive. Hygge 
is about being [more than] having.”v 
 
Apparently it comes from an old Norwegian word for “well-being,”vi although 
Denmark’s official travel site says, “Hygge is as Danish as pork roast and it goes 
far in illuminating the Danish soul.”vii  
 
“Danish winters are long and dark, [so they] fight the darkness with their best 
weapon: hygge, and the millions of candles that go with it.”viii  
 
Advent is the season in the Church year for preparing for the coming of Christ—
not for the coming of Christmas, but the coming of Christ. The individual spiritual 
hunger is for Christ to come into our hearts and abide there, which is to say, to 
make a permanent home there, regardless of how dedicated we may happen to feel 
toward having him as our tenant on any given day.  
 
The larger, Christological expectation is that Christ will one day return, and it 
could be tomorrow or it could be a million years from now, but either way, 
Christian life involves being ready for it, no matter how long it may be in coming.  
 
There are many churches, and many pastors—and I have been one of them—who 
have decided, then, that the Church is no place for Christmas carols during Advent: 
that there is enough of the premature celebration out there in the marketplace, and 
that in here, Advent is to be observed using only Advent hymns. And, 
philosophically, I agree with that.  
 
Apart from the danger of singing “O Come, O Come, Emmanuel” to death by mid-
December, there is, however, another more pressing reality that deserves to be 
attended to, which is:  
 
In spite of, or even because of, the endless blare of Christmas marketing, and the 
exploitation of the Christian spiritual tradition in the public square, there is 



something among us that is even more than a “deep spiritual hunger”; it is a need 
for whatever that utmost “Christmas” thing is that somehow makes us feel deeply 
at home while simultaneously drawing us into the deep, dark blue abyss of the 
awesome, holy mystery of the almighty Creator God.  
 
And so, while we start with a template of recognizing that this is a time for deep 
introspection (not unlike Lent, when it is appropriate to be asking ourselves 
challenging questions—that no one else can answer for you—about just how 
prepared we are for the day of reckoning when Christ comes again), 
 
on top of that template, we lay  
 our need for the hygge of Christmastime;  
 our hope and desire to go beyond sentimentality, into a true spirituality; 
 our desire, in the face of what seems like overwhelming odds and opposition, 
  to do something about the fact that there’s too much poverty  
   and not enough justice; 
  too much hateful absurdity  
   and not nearly enough listening and love.  
 
In this season as in every season,  
 we bring before God our bedraggled lives; 
  our battered minds and weary bodies and tattered relationships; 
  our threadbare patience 
   with our circumstances  
   and our politics  
   and our neighbors  
   and ourselves.  
 
We are, many of us, holding on, with the last strength we’ve got, for Christmas,  
 holding out hope for the best that it means to each of us.  
 
When Bonhoeffer wrote to his parents from his cell in a Nazi prison camp, “We 
can, and should, celebrate Christmas, despite the ruins around us,”ix  he was 
reaching out for that essence, that Christian hope, and he was trusting and 
demanding that it be there, to be found somewhere in the liturgy, or the Christmas 
cards, or the snowfall, or the candlelight, or the family get-together and the Advent 
decorations.  
 
We are holding out hope, with the confidence of the children of God.  
 



We are preparing for the coming of Christ.  
 
We are holding on for Christmas.  
 
May it come for all of us, and may we find in it what we need to find  
in order to be ready for the day when Christ does come again— 
and to be sustained to serve him adequately in this world for the time being.  
 
Keith Grogg 
Montreat Presbyterian Church 
Montreat, NC 
November 27, 2016 
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